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  Boss: Richard J. Daley of Chicago Mike Royko,1971
  Being the Boss Linda A. Hill,Kent
Lineback,2011-01-11 You never dreamed being the boss
would be so hard. You're caught in a web of conflicting
expectations from subordinates, your supervisor, peers,
and customers. You're not alone. As Linda Hill and Kent
Lineback reveal in Being the Boss, becoming an effective
manager is a painful, difficult journey. It's trial and error,
endless effort, and slowly acquired personal insight. Many
managers never complete the journey. At best, they just
learn to get by. At worst, they become terrible bosses. This
new book explains how to avoid that fate, by mastering
three imperatives: · Manage yourself: Learn that
management isn't about getting things done yourself. It's
about accomplishing things through others. · Manage a
network: Understand how power and influence work in
your organization and build a network of mutually
beneficial relationships to navigate your company's
complex political environment. · Manage a team: Forge a
high-performing we out of all the Is who report to you.
Packed with compelling stories and practical guidance,
Being the Boss is an indispensable guide for not only first-
time managers but all managers seeking to master the
most daunting challenges of leadership.
  Heart Boss: Trust Your Gut, Shed Your Shoulds, and
Create a Life You Love Regan Walsh,2021-03-08 Women
are doing it all: running companies, nurturing marriages,
raising kids, volunteering on boards, and still making
Pinterest-perfect cupcakes for the class party, thank you
very much. But we're exhausted. We're running on hamster
wheels and popping Xanax, and in our most private
moments, we're wondering the scariest question of all: Is
this it? I've been that woman. The harried workaholic. The
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unhappy wife. The frustrated mom. I was even in a
passionate relationship with a woman for two years before
marrying my husband. Life is complicated, friends. The
point is, I found my way off the treadmill. This book is me
extending my hand to help you off yours. You are not alone.
You are worthy. You are powerful. And you can own your
life in such a way that you'll stop asking Is this it? and
instead start saying This is it! Heart Boss is the story of
how I learned to let my heart be boss. And, hopefully, it's a
story about how you can get there too.
  The Un-Bossy Boss Gary Magenta,2016-07-26 Great
Managers bring out the best in their employees. Individual
contributors are responsible for bringing their best selves
to work, while managers are responsible for bringing out
the best in others. These are two very different things.
When an individual contributor succeeds in their role, they
are typically promoted to manager and suddenly in charge
of other people. They soon realize managing others isn't
easy, and many are ill prepared. Lacking the skills to
effectively engage employees, many new managers follow
an old-school approach - deciding what must be done,
telling employees what to do and how to do it, and
checking up on them from time to time. Through humor
and real-life case studies, The Un-Bossy Boss shows how
this old yell and tell model of managing has become
outdated and ineffective, and offers managers a clear and
tangible roadmap to success. Gary Magenta's 12 Powerful
Questions help turn traditional manager/employee
relationships into something greater and more impactful.
By following Gary's recommendations, ordinary managers
can become Great Managers who take a more interactive
approach, one that reveals employees' motivations and
beliefs and invites them to be a part of co-creating
solutions so they and the company can soar to new heights.
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  The Boss Andrew O'Keeffe,2023-02-01 Got a spirit-
crushing boss? Well so does Lauren Johnson - five of them.
Based on true stories of bosses' political maneuverings and
workers under siege, The Boss tells Lauren's story - a
talented but naive professional struggling under a self-
serving, insensitive boss who undermines her at every
turn. And working around her boss doesn't help - most of
the company execs are ineffective in their own right.
Lauren just wants to get her job done, but every manager
throws up one more needless hurdle. Disturbing, amusing,
and wry, the story progresses as Lauren is forced to
upwardly manage the brownnoser, the backstabber, the
micromanager, the passive-aggressive, the bully, and the
idea stealer. Forced into a final decision, Lauren must fight
back or have her spirit crushed.
  Bringing Up the Boss Rachel Pacheco,2021-08-10
AXIOM BUSINESS BOOK AWARD SILVER MEDALIST —
HUMAN RESCOURCES / EMPLOYEE TRAINING Managing
is hard. Managing for the first time is even harder. First-
timers want to quickly learn what it takes to be a
successful manager—like they learned how to code, how to
design, how to sell—and put those learnings into practice.
But what does it mean to manage, and how do you teach
someone to be a good manager? Enter Rachel Pacheco, an
expert at helping start-ups solve their management and
culture challenges. Pacheco, a former chief people officer
and founding team executive at multiple start-ups,
conducts research on management and works with CEOs
and their managers to build the skills necessary to navigate
a rapidly scaling organization. In Bringing Up the Boss:
Practical Lessons for New Managers, you’ll learn how to
give effective feedback, how to motivate your team
members, and how to hire and fire well, among many other
critical management skills. You’ll also learn what it means
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to manage yourself in this new role, and how to navigate
the often awkward and sometimes challenging situations
that arise in this new position. Pacheco shares what makes
a manager great, along with anecdotes, research, tools,
and how-to's that help overwhelmed employees become
expert managers fast.
  Good Boss, Bad Boss Robert I. Sutton,2019-01-15
  Cinderella in the Boss's Palazzo Julia
James,2021-04-01 This Cinderella is about to realize
exactly where she belongs in this enchanting workplace
romance from USA TODAY bestselling author Julia James,
inspired by the classic Jane Eyre. Stepping into his
luxurious world… …as his forbidden Cinderella! Haunted
by a toxic divorce, wealthy Italian Evandro has sworn off
romance—but he can’t ignore his simmering chemistry
with Jenna, his young daughter’s fiery new tutor. After yet
another clash, their attraction boils over one fateful
evening… Jenna blossoms with each stolen kiss, their
clandestine affair transforming her from plain Jane to
passionate lover. But if cynical Evandro won’t let go of his
past, Jenna will have to walk away from him and the
glittering palazzo she’s come to call home… From
Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds.
  Bad Boss Michelle Gibbings,2020-10-05 In a tough or
toxic work environment, are you brave enough to challenge
your own thinking and shift your own perspective to make
relationships work? Bad Boss is for anyone who is in — or
who is keen to avoid — a negative workplace environment
characterised by ineffective leadership. Believe it or not,
bad bosses are not bad people, and there are concrete
steps you can take to improve your situation. Inside, author
Michelle Gibbings shares wisdom drawn from decades in
corporate leadership. It takes teamwork at every level to
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create an environment where everyone can flourish. If you
dare to examine your own role in your current situation
and take action today, you stand to gain better
relationships and greater career satisfaction. Challenge the
standard leadership practices and transform a tough
situation to the benefit of all. Learn how to: determine
where the problem really lies identify your role in the bad
boss situation strategise your best option forward take
action using concrete tools reflect and monitor progress for
long-term gain. Bad Boss will take the edge off your
stressful work environment and provide you with key
actionable steps to turn things around.
  IN HER BOSS'S BED Maggie Cox,2018-01-24 Morgen,
having dozed off at work, wakes up to an incredibly
handsome man with a frown on his face standing in front of
her. He says he has an appointment with Morgen’s boss,
but her boss, Derek, isn’t in the office. When she tries to
explain the situation, she learns that the man in front of
her is CEO Conall O’Brian. She’s mortified that he caught
her napping and terrified that he’ll fire her. So imagine her
shock when he decides to make her his secretary!
  The Boss's New Plaything Layla Valentine, He’s the
billionaire who always gets what he wants. And now it’s my
turn. Her: He may be older than me, And five billion dollars
richer But that ain’t gonna stop him. He’s the boss. And
he’s gonna make me his plaything. Him: It’s a bad habit, I
know I’ve had every intern that’s ever set stiletto’d foot
into my office I told myself I wouldn’t go there again, But
damn, this new girl’s gonna break me. She wants it, I can
tell, Biting her lip every time she thinks I’m not looking.
She thinks she’s playing me, and boy, is she about to be
surprised. She wants to work for me? She can work under
me, alright.
  BACK IN THE BOSS'S BED Sharon Kendrick,Esu
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Chihara,2018-12-14 Kiloran’s family business is on the
verge of bankruptcy thanks to their ex-accountant’s
misappropriation of company funds. That’s why famous
investor Adam Black is here. He used to work under her
grandfather in the past, but now he’s a successful
businessman in his own right. Her grandfather has hired
Adam to save their company, and Kiloran finds that the
young Adam she used to know has become a gorgeous
man. But upon reuniting, he still teases her like a
child?can’t he see that she’s changed, too?
  How to Be a Boss ,2017-02-14 Learn how to be a boss
in this Level Ready-to-Read 1 based on The Boss Baby!
DreamWorks Animation’s The Boss Baby, based on the
Simon & Schuster book by Marla Frazee, is now an Oscar-
nominated motion picture! A humorous “how to” book for
wannabe bosses! All the tricks of the trade are here, such
as “Demand twenty-four-hour room service,” (with an
illustration of mom rushing to baby with a bottle). Fans of
the movie will love this funny collection of boss baby rules.
The Boss Baby © 2017 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All
Rights Reserved.
  In Bed with the Boss: The Brazilian Boss's
Innocent Mistress / The Billionaire Boss's Innocent
Bride / The Surgeon Boss's Bride Sarah
Morgan,Lindsay Armstrong,Melanie Milburne,2011-08-19
When the boss...gets unbuttoned!
  Addicted to Loving You: The Paranoid and Domineering
Boss's Convicted Wife Gu family's Little Bamboo, Ling
Yiran had been sentenced to three years in prison due to
the car accident that killed the fiancée of Yi Jinli, the
richest man in Shen City. When released from prison, she
somehow ended up catching the attention of Yi Jinli. She
kneeled on the ground and begged him, Yi Jinli, can you let
me go? But he only smiled and said, Sister, I will never let
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you go. It was said that Yi Jinli was completely indifferent
to anyone and everyone, but for some reason, he did
everything he could to please a sanitation worker girl who
had been in prison for the past three years. However, the
truth of the car accident that year had robbed her of all her
love for him, and she ran away. Many years later, he
begged her while on the ground, Yiran, as long as you
return by my side, I will do anything for you. But she only
stared at him coldly and said, Then, go die.
  My Boss Sucks Michael Bryant Halstead,Anne S.
Byrd,2006-09 My Boss Sucks, A Story Book And Survival
Guide is an innovative personal development tool geared
for all levels of employees. The title creates a humorous,
tongue-in-cheek reaction that compels people to open the
book and read more. Inside the cover are quick-read
stories that offer people insights into themselves and the
real-world challenges faced by their managers. It creates
understanding, individual accountability, and the opening
for a different kind of employee/manager conversation.
  Bad Bosses, Crazy Coworkers & Other Office Idiots
Vicky Oliver,2008-09 Have you confronted any of these
coworkers or bosses recently? The Grumpy Martyr The
Boss's Pet The Credit Snatcher Bad Bosses, Crazy
Coworkers & Other Office Idiots is designed to help people
with all their office issues, from an exasperating coworker
to a boss from hell. This book helps readers quickly
pinpoint their problems and implement immediate tactics
to resolve them. Vicky Oliver has helped more than 5,000
working people at different levels in different fields resolve
their work problems. Bad Bosses, Crazy Coworkers &
Other Office Idiots is a direct result of what she has
learned as a career expert who has made herself available
to help people in their times of need. With this book in
hand, readers will have the answers to all their difficult
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work issues and will see their job satisfaction skyrocket.
  Boss Scarlett Ross,2019-12-16 They have an empire to
protect. She has a score to settle.All's fair in love and war,
right?I'm just their novelty. I want them all to go away but
to never leave. I'm just their assistant. But, I'm so much
more. They want to own me, but no one does. I don't want
to submit, but I can't make my head and heart agree. Can I
keep it together to do what I came to do? Because I've got
an agenda. I want them all to kneel to me. The boss will be
me.She's just a toy. Trash we want to sweep out and we all
four agree we want her gone. But, we all want her. An
employee, we can summon her when we need anything.
And we mean anything, we're the bosses. Our agenda is
clear, no matter how sweet her bark and bite is. She picked
the wrong men to challenge. Things are about to get messy
on the 38th floor. Who says business and pleasure can't
mix?Who says there can only be one boss?*This is a reverse
harem bully romance where all characters are over 21 and
takes place in the corporate world. All sexual contact is
consensual.
  The Boss Baby Junior Novelization ,2017-02-14 Join
everyone’s favorite boss for a hilarious adventure with this
take-charge retelling of The Boss Baby! DreamWorks
Animation’s The Boss Baby, based on the Simon &
Schuster book by Marla Frazee, is now an Oscar-nominated
motion picture! From the day the Boss Baby arrived in a
taxi, life would never be the same for his older brother,
Tim. Sure, the Boss Baby had Tim’s parents wrapped
around his chubby, little finger, but Tim knew the
truth…this was no ordinary baby. He held meetings! He
could talk! And he was on a top-secret mission to stop
Puppy Co. from coming out with the cutest puppy of all
time and causing Baby Corp to go out of business! But the
Boss Baby needs Tim’s help. And if the Boss Baby doesn’t
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succeed, he’ll be fired from Baby Corp and these two rival
siblings will be forced to be brothers forever. Can Tim
make a deal with the Boss Baby, stop Puppy Co., and get
the Boss Baby out of his life for good? (And will the Boss
Baby finally get the corner office with the private potty he
deserves?) Find out in this retelling of the new movie! The
Boss Baby © 2017 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights
Reserved.
  Overcoming an Imperfect Boss Karin
Hurt,2014-03-21 Want a better relationship with your boss,
but don't know where to start? Are you working to be the
best boss possible, but having trouble making deeper
connection? Do you feel stuck in the middle trying to
please a boss while being a good leader for your team?
Most people leave the magic of what could be a career-
changing relationship with their boss untapped. They
follow traditional boss-subordinate protocol: say little,
don't rock the boat, and stay out of the way. This
outstanding guide provides a practical step-by-step
approach to the most challenging bosses and scenarios
(e.g. dealing with a moody, disengaged boss, or jerky boss;
getting your boss to trust you; persuading your boss to
your point of view; finding out where you really stand). The
assessment tools and exercises help leaders on both sides
of the relationship to communicate their opportunities and
goals, and to develop specific strategies for improving their
relationship. The practical advice experienced executive,
Karin Hurt shares in Overcoming an Imperfect Boss is a
must read for leaders yearning to make a bigger impact in
their career. This book will help you become the boss you
wish you had.

If you ally compulsion such a referred Boss books that will
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have the funds for you worth, get the utterly best seller
from us currently from several preferred authors. If you
want to droll books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller
to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections
Boss that we will completely offer. It is not just about the
costs. Its nearly what you obsession currently. This Boss,
as one of the most effective sellers here will definitely be
along with the best options to review.
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discipline focus and mental
strength in your child as
they learn the basic boxing
and kicking as well as self
defense
karate a kid s guide to
martial arts amazon com
- Sep 15 2023
web jan 30 2013   3 7 4
ratings see all formats and
editions library binding 30
27 6 used from 8 23 1 new
from 30 27 paperback 3 54
6 used from 1 18 1 new
from 3 54 karate is a form
of martial arts that has been
around for hundreds of
years readers will be
introduced to basic
techniques such as blocks

strikes and locks to beat
their opponents
karate a kid s guide to
martial arts abebooks - Nov
05 2022
web abebooks com karate a
kid s guide to martial arts
9781477703144 by wood
alix and a great selection of
similar new used and
collectible books available
now at great prices karate a
kid s guide to martial arts
wood alix 9781477703144
abebooks
best karate classes and
schools for kids in
singapore - Apr 10 2023
web karate is a great way to
maintain your kid s fitness
as they have fun during
karate lessons kids are
taught not just about
martial arts techniques but
meditation self control and
most importantly respect
kids are also encouraged to
make friends and enjoy
practicing the art with their
classmates karate for kids
focus on character
karate for kids the
ultimate guide for
parents made4fighters -
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Aug 14 2023
web oct 11 2019   empower
your child with the ultimate
guide to karate for kids
brought to you by
made4fighters discover
valuable insights tips and
resources to support your
child s martial arts journey
from choosing the right dojo
to fostering discipline and
confidence unlock the
secrets to your child s
success
kids martial arts books
goodreads - Aug 02 2022
web books shelved as kids
martial arts karate the art
of empty self by terrence
webster doyle karate for
kids by robin l rielly smart
moves a kid s guide to self
defense hardcover by
christopher goedecke
shelved 1 time as kids
martial arts
martial arts classes for
kids an ultimate guide
ushrk kumdo - Apr 29
2022
web mar 14 2023   some of
the most popular martial
arts styles for kids include
judo jiu jitsu and kung fu

and kumdo judo emphasizes
throws and grappling
techniques and helps
children to gain confidence
and practice self defense jiu
jitsu teaches children
throws joint locks
submission holds and
ground fighting skills
the karate kids teaching
guide what you need to
know about - Mar 09 2023
web aug 27 2022   advice
when you teach kids 7 9
years old try to focus on
play have great variety in
exercises movements and
lesson content and try to be
as clear and non confusing
as possible by always giving
brief and short instructions
it is more effective to
clearly show visually
exercises than speaking
verbally to the kids
when to start karate a
parent s guide to kids
martial arts - Jul 13 2023
web oct 3 2023   when to
start karate a parent s guide
to kids martial arts suada
romanov october 3 2023
source gracieraleigh com
karate a japanese martial
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art has been embraced
worldwide as an excellent
discipline for children to
foster physical emotional
and cognitive development
top 13 martial arts classes
for kids in singapore - Dec
06 2022
web jun 29 2021   for mixed
martial arts for those that
do not know evolve mma is
touted as one of asia s
highly comprehensive and
the best martial arts gym it
offers a multitude of classes
ranging from brazilian jiu
jitsu muay thai boxing
submission grappling street
self defence and wrestling
these classes are inclusive
catering to adults and
children
is karate good for kids
potential concerns you
need to know - Sep 03
2022
web sep 9 2023   what does
karate teach a child far
more than you might expect
if you ve never delved into
the martial arts world
before parents have various
reasons for considering self
defense classes for kids they

can range from simply
wanting them to be able to
defend themselves to
helping to manage
behavioral issues or work
through a
the kids karate workbook a
take home training guide
for young martial - Jan 07
2023
web oct 13 2009   the kids
karate workbook a take
home training guide for
young martial artists
goodman didi nikaya linda
9781583942338 amazon
com books books children s
books education reference
enjoy fast free delivery
exclusive deals and award
winning movies tv shows
with prime try prime and
start saving today with
karate kid s guide to
martial arts by alix wood
goodreads - May 31 2022
web dec 28 2012   kid s
guide to martial arts karate
alix wood 4 00 3 ratings 1
review want to read buy on
amazon rate this book
karate is a form of martial
arts that has been around
for hundreds of years
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readers will be introduced
to basic techniques such as
blocks strikes and locks to
beat their opponents
martial arts classes for
kids in singapore
honeykids asia - Oct 04
2022
web jul 24 2023   this
martial arts class for kids in
singapore hails from
carnival loving brazil
incorporating brazilian
dance moves and natural
body movements kids from
age five will love the cool
rhythms of capoeira and will
get to play the berimbau too
where capoeira kids
singapore brazilian cultural
center 100 turf club road
singapore 287992
karate a kid s guide to
martial arts martial arts
meta - Feb 25 2022
web karate a kid s guide to
martial arts amazon com
price 4 32 as of 10 04 2023
11 14 pst details product
prices and availability are
accurate as of the date time
indicated and are subject to
change
practical magic 1998 plot

imdb - May 01 2023
web two witch sisters raised
by their eccentric aunts in a
small town face closed
minded prejudice and a
curse which threatens to
prevent them ever finding
lasting love sisters sally
owens sandra bullock and
gillian owens nicole kidman
have a special bond with
each other despite being
different in personality and
outlook
practical magic full cast
crew tv guide - Apr 19 2022
web practical magic full
cast crew 46 metascore
1998 1 hr 48 mins drama
fantasy comedy pg13
watchlist where to watch
sandra bullock and nicole
kidman charm in a
bewitching comedy drama
practical magic streaming
where to watch online
justwatch - Aug 04 2023
web practical magic
streaming where to watch
online currently you are
able to watch practical
magic streaming on hulu or
for free with ads on pluto tv
it is also possible to rent
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practical magic on amazon
video apple tv google play
movies youtube vudu
microsoft store directv
online and to download it on
apple tv amazon video
watch practical magic
1998 prime video amazon
com - Feb 27 2023
web practical magic 1998
sexy superstars sandra
bullock and nicole kidman
heat up the small screen
these bewitching sisters use
their hereditary gift of
magic to overcome
obstacles in discovering
true love 35 752 imdb 6 3 1
h 44 min 1998 x ray pg 13
comedy fantasy dreamlike
fun available to rent or buy
rent hd 3 79 buy hd 7 99
practical magic full movie
preview warner bros
entertainment - Jul 03 2023
web jun 24 2020   watch full
scenes from practicalmagic
two witch sisters
nicolekidman and
sandrabullock raised by
their eccentric aunts in a
small town face closed min
where is practical magic
streaming hidden remote

- Mar 19 2022
web sep 21 2021   practical
magic is available to stream
on the hbo max platform if
you re not an hbo max
subscriber you can buy the
movie on apple tv amazon
prime google play vudu and
youtube practical
practical magic revisited 20
years later the atlantic - Jan
29 2023
web oct 16 2018   practical
magic is about family but a
theme thrumming
throughout is the fearsome
strength of independent
women the locals hate sally
s aunts though all the pair
seems to do is meddle in
other
watch practical magic prime
video amazon co uk - Sep 24
2022
web practical magic the
owen sisters attempt to use
the gift of witchcraft to find
love in this quirky rom com
6 526 imdb 6 3 1 h 44 min
1999 x ray drama comedy
dreamlike fun available to
rent or buy rent hd 3 09 buy
hd 3 99 more purchase
options rentals include 30
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days to start watching this
video and 48 hours to finish
once started
practical magic 1998 official
trailer sandra bullock
youtube - Jun 02 2023
web jun 7 2016   practical
magic 1998 official trailer
sandra bullock nicole
kidman movie hdsubscribe
to classic trailers bit ly
1u43jdesubscribe to trailers
ht
practical magic rotten
tomatoes - Mar 31 2023
web sally sandra bullock
and gillian owens nicole
kidman born into a magical
family have mostly avoided
witchcraft themselves but
when gillian s vicious
boyfriend jimmy angelov
goran visnjic
practical magic 1998
streaming watch stream
online via - Feb 15 2022
web nov 3 2023   the 1998
film practical magic
directed by griffin dunne
and based on alice hoffman
s 1995 novel of the same
name follows the struggles
of two sisters who
encounter and fight the

grave
practical magic 1998 full
cast crew imdb - Sep 05
2023
web practical magic 1998
cast and crew credits
including actors actresses
directors writers and more
practical magic where to
watch and stream tv guide -
Jul 23 2022
web practical magic 46
metascore 1998 1 hr 48
mins drama fantasy comedy
pg13 watchlist sandra
bullock and nicole kidman
charm in a bewitching
comedy drama they play
sister sorceresses plagued
by a
why practical magic will
always be the best
halloween movie npr -
Dec 28 2022
web oct 24 2022   what
practical magic taught me
about life love and the
importance of sisterhood
october 24 20227 00 am et
heard on all things
considered marielle segarra
enlarge this image sandra
bullock in
the cast of practical
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magic where are they
now - Jun 21 2022
web oct 20 2023   but after
sally s beloved husband
michael mark feuerstein
dies unexpectedly as does
gillian s abusive boyfriend
goran višnjić the two
siblings must join magical
forces to outwit a
practical magic movie
watch streaming online
justwatch - Oct 26 2022
web but when gillian s
vicious boyfriend jimmy
angelov dies unexpectedly
the owens sisters give
themselves a crash course
in hard magic with
policeman gary hallet
growing suspicious the girls
struggle to resurrect
angelov and unwittingly
inject his corpse with an evil
spirit that threatens to end
their family line
every thought we had
rewatching practical magic
the cut - May 21 2022
web oct 16 2023   the cut
looks back at practical
magic a halloween movie
starring nicole kidman and
sandra bullock as two

witchy sisters on its 25th
anniversary the film
premiered in 1998 just what
exactly was in the aunts
margaritas
cool shocking facts you
never knew about practical
magic insider - Nov 26 2022
web practical magic 1998 is
a cult classic film about the
owens women a family of
witches who navigate life
love and curses together
although the film is now a
cult classic it was a bit of a
box office flop that critics
ripped apart for years
practical magic wikipedia -
Oct 06 2023
web practical magic is a
1998 american fantasy
romantic drama film based
on the 1995 novel of the
same name by alice hoffman
the film was directed by
griffin dunne and stars
sandra bullock nicole
kidman stockard channing
dianne wiest aidan quinn
practical magic movie
review film summary 1998
roger ebert - Aug 24 2022
web oct 16 1998   practical
magic is too scary for
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children and too childish for
adults who was it made for
on the one hand you have
cute witches making jokes
about magic potions and
herbal shampoos and on the
other hand you have a
kidnapping by an abusive
boyfriend who dies of an
overdose but not for long
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